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Strong resilience of a system usually enables the protection of a status quo. Most

resilience studies assume that resilience-building is the central objective of sustainability

work. Even though transformation has become a central theme in development and

social-ecological debates, questions surrounding the weakening resilience of undesired

system states are rarely analyzed. We suggest that resilience studies not only serve

to protect systems and feedbacks we want to maintain, but may also help to

understand and overcome chronic, undesirable,—and thus wicked—resilience. This

contribution focuses on reef fisheries in the Spermonde Island Archipelago in Indonesia,

based on social and ecological studies between 2004 and 2016. We identify a

number of interlocking wickedly resilient vicious cycles as predominant drivers of the

impoverishment of fishing households and the overexploited, polluted and degraded

state of the coral reefs that fishers’ livelihoods depend on. We argue that, more often than

not in the Anthropocene, breaking resilience has a central role in the pursuit of sustainable

human-nature relations. Therefore, the link between the resilience and the transformation

debates needs to be much more explicitly made. Breaking interlocking, wicked resilience

at multiple levels is needed to move toward sustainable human-nature relations from the

local to the global level. There are lacunae in debate, literature, and research practice

as to when, where and how wicked resilience might need to be weakened. A more

complete resilience lens is particularly needed under Anthropocene conditions to support

the unmaking of chronically resilient, anthropogenic systems.

Keywords: resilience management, wicked resilience, Anthropocene, ecosystem management, Spermonde

Archipelago, Indonesia, transformation

Resilience is a focal theme in contemporary natural and social sciences, and in policy discourses.
Materials, ecosystems, economies, societies, organizations, governance, livelihoods, people and
their mind and spirit are all considered in need of resilience today (Brown, 2016).

At its academic debut in 1818, resilience was understood as a physical property of wood, and
measured by the energy required to rupture material (Tredgold, 1818). Holling introduced the term
into ecology in the 1970s (Holling, 1973). Ecologists distinguish two definitions of resilience: (1)
ability to return to an initial state after impact, and (2) ability to stay constant throughout an impact
(Folke et al., 2010). In ecological conservation, resilience has come to be implicitly considered
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as desirable for pristine ecosystems (e.g., Biggs et al., 2015). For
social networks, institutions, communities and other social units,
resilience is characterized by the capacity to self-organize, and
also by levels and quality of social capital (trust, norms, and
networks), economic capital (wealth, income, savings, and
investment) and human capital (education, health, skills,
knowledge, and information) (Olsson et al., 2004; Lebel et al.,
2006). Bousquet et al. (2016) call for “development resilience”
including “household resilience to food insecurity or climate
change” to support capacity building to withstand multiple
shocks and to cross poverty traps” (Cinner, 2011). For the oceans,
the Sustainable Development Goal 14 calls to “protect marine
ecosystems. . . , including by strengthening their resilience” http://
www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/. Social-ecological
resilience focuses on the boundaries humanity encounters in its
relations to the natural environment at various levels from the
local to the global (Rockström et al., 2009). In the Anthropocene,
with entire research centers and global networks1 dedicated to
studying it, resilience has come to be regarded as a vehicle
for interdisciplinary collaboration between natural and social
scientists2.

Resilience is usually understood to enable the protection
of a status quo. This is often what is needed. Psychological
resilience (Bonanno et al., 2002), defined as the ability of
the human individual to return to normal functioning after
a period of trauma and dysfunction with “relatively stable,
health levels and psychosocial and physical functioning...”3 is
a case in point. Increasing the resilience of ecosystem-services
means strengthening ecosystem capacity to maintain desired
services to humanity in the face of environmental and socio-
economic change (Troell et al., 2014). Social-ecological resilience
is interpreted as “the capacity of a social-ecological system to
absorb recurrent disturbances. . . (...) so as to retain essential
structures, processes and feedbacks” (Adger et al., 2005, p. 1036).

Although some key transformability and transformation
papers (Walker et al., 2004, 2006; Graham et al., 2013) mention
a need to break undesirable feedbacks at lower system levels
as a possible precondition for supporting resilience at higher
levels, the predominant assumption in resilience studies is that
strengthening resilience is the main or even the only objective
of sustainability-oriented resilience management (Olsson et al.,
2014; Biggs et al., 2015). Pelling (2010 in Brown, 2016, p.
140) suggests that the resilience focus facilitates the protection
of priority system functions in the face of external threat.
Lebel and co-authors see three preconditions for a governance
system to effectively manage resilience: (1) inclusive participatory
engagement with stakeholders, (2) the polycentric organization
of authorities, and (3) up- and down-ward accountability (Lebel
et al., 2006). Kachergis and co-authors opine that “. . . models
of social-ecological systems can inform management decisions
and, ultimately, improve resilience” (Kachergis et al., 2013, p. 1).

1e.g., The Stockholm Resilience Center; The Resilience Research Center at
Dalhousie University, Halifax; The Resilience Alliance http://www.resalliance.org/
about
2e.g., the MaCORAS and REPICORE projects see www.leibniz-zmt.de.
3http://torrensresilience.org/resilience-of-individuals

The vast academic and policy debate [(Maru et al., 2014; UN
Development Programme (UNDP), 2014; Quinlan et al., 2015)]
focuses squarely on resilience-building while questions on the
need for weakening resilience are touched by a few authors only
(Nyström et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2013). Thus, in a recent
book on resilience, the need for governance structures to weaken
feedbacks that trap SES in undesired regimes is mentioned only
as an aside (Biggs et al., 2015, p. 256). A leading proponent
of resilience studies sees “resilience management” as aiming to
“prevent a social-ecological system frommoving into undesirable
configurations” (Walker et al., 2002:1, emphasis added), implying
that existing states and processes are indeed desirable, and thus
leaving little or no common ground for social science fields
including political ecology, conflict studies, and others. Adger
and co-authors see social-ecological research as setting out to
explore “how resilience changes in regional-scale SESs, and how
it might be increased, or lost, through management” (Adger et al.,
2005, p. 1036, emphasis added). The need for an activeweakening
of resilience as an objective of societally engaged sustainability
research or action is absent or at best implicit in most resilience
studies. Even a recent, in our terms well-advanced social-
ecological description of resilience (condensed by Davidson
et al., 2016: Table 1) as “the capacity of a SES to intentionally
change its structure and functions to shift the system to an
alternative regime or onto an alternative development trajectory
when the system is trapped in an untenable regime” does not
allow for bad forms of resilience of the “system to be governed”
(Kooiman et al., 2008) that undermine sustainable human-nature
relations. Walker et al. (2006) argued over a decade ago that
“some regimes that are considered undesirable can also be
very resilient, e.g., harsh dictatorships and desertified regions
of the Sahel,” and static lock-ins and traps have been identified
(Cinner, 2011; Olsson et al., 2014). Nonetheless, the debate
on resilience dynamics has remained oddly one-sided, focusing
almost exclusively on enhancing sustainability-supporting forms
of resilience (e.g., Davidson-Hunt and Berkes, 2002, p. 77; Cutter
et al., 2008; Barnosky et al., 2012; Jackley et al., 2016). That
this entails the danger of depoliticizing our understanding and
decision-making relating to human-nature dynamics has been
pointed out recently (Olsson et al., 2015).

In line with Brown (2014; 2016, p. 12), we suggest that, in the
pursuit of sustainability, resilience-building as the main, or only,
intervention strategy for social systems that are characterized
by oppressive relationships and institutions, by chronic poverty
or extreme inequality can be insufficient or even harmful. An
interpretation of resilience which fails to consider resilience-
breaking as part of resilience management may strengthen
existing power structures, something which is often at odds
with sustainability-supporting work (Desai, 1996; Jentoft, 2007;
Scholtens et al., 2013; Olsson et al., 2015). The tendency of
resilience studies to assume that a resilient social-ecological
system will always foster positive attributes such as fairness,
inclusiveness and diversity (O’Brien et al., 2009, p. 6) ignores
resilient pathologies such as inequality and poverty (Fabinyi et al.,
2014). For the social sciences it is thus clear that “resilience
is not always a good thing or a healthy attribute, a highly
resilient system may reside in undesirable states, and may even
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be described as pathologically resistant to change (Brown, 2016,
pp. 158–159). The recognition of this in the context of social-
ecological resilience studies is necessary but still too rare (Crona
and Bodin, 2010).

Not only in the social sciences but also in ecology and
conservation, it is becoming apparent that under Anthropocene
conditions, undesirable resilience needs to be increasingly
reckoned with. Biotic and abiotic parameters are often so altered
that novel ecosystems and new human-nature relations with
changed and often surprising features are emerging (Hobbs et al.,
2006). Identifying and breaking chronic, bad resilience is thus
likely to become a necessary ingredient of ecosystem governance
and management in the Anthropocene.

We argue that future resilience studies need to help us to
better understand and overcome “wicked” resilience dynamics.
In line with the definition of a “wicked problem” (Jentoft and
Chuenpagdee, 2009, p. 553) we understand wicked resilience as
“difficult to define and delineate from other bigger problems,”
and in need of a multi-level, multi-actor governance approach
(op.cit:554).

WICKED RESILIENCE IN A CORAL REEF
BASED SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM

We now illustrate some exemplary, interlocking, wickedly
resilient social-ecological dynamics encountered in our long-
term research (2004–2016 in the SPICE programme4) in the
Spermonde Coral Reef Archipelago of some 80 small islands off
the larger island of South Sulawesi, Indonesia.

Spermonde is a subnational region in eastern Indonesia
(Glaser and Glaeser, 2014). Until 2015, the governance of the
island archipelago and its reefs has stretched across several
administrative units (Gorris, 2015). The archipelago is intensely
affected by human activities, and both on the island terrains
and under water, may be considered as consisting of numerous
“anthropocene spaces” (Moore, 2016), where novel human-
nature ecologies are coming to predominate. On the small reef
atolls, high population densities combine increasingly western
consumer habits with growing lack of space and fresh water.
Under water, chronic exposure to anthropogenic effluents and
overfishing have created “non-coral” reefs that display a resilient
combination of turf algae-dominated habitats and functionally
deficient fish communities (Plass-Johnson et al., 2016, 2018;
Teichberg et al., 2018). This undesirable system state is subject
to strongly rooted stabilizing feedback loops the coral predator
and after Acanthaster planci (crown-of-thorns outbreak in 2013;
Plass-Johnson et al., 2015, 2018) and is, at the same time,
unresponsive to destabilizing forces (coral recruitment; Sawall
et al., 2013) that might put the reefs on a more desirable
trajectory. Figure 1 shows how Spermonde social-ecological
dynamics surrounding fisheries result in a resilient degraded
and depleted marine ecosystem. Social-ecological traps lock
the system in a perpetual state of overexploitation with a

4Science for the Protection of Indonesian Coastal Ecosystems (SPICE II and III,
funded by the German Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF) Grant Nos.
03F0474A & 03F0643A

high incidence in fishing households of poverty, fishing-related
diseases, injuries and deaths (Glaser et al., 2015).

Figure 1 illustrates several “wickedly resilient” vicious cycles
at the center of the social-ecological dynamics surrounding
reef fisheries in Spermonde. These cycles, - to paraphrase the
resilience definition -, appear capable of adapting and changing
and yet manage to maintain a highly undesirable functionality
(Holling, 1996).

In Figure 1A, fisher clients engage in illegal destructive fishing
with cyanide and explosives. To fund this, and as a fallback
in family emergencies, they obtain loans from patrons. Patrons
protect their clients from legal sanctions and provide access to
marine product markets. In return, they obtain client fishers’
products below market prices to sell profitably in national
and international markets. Thus, client fishers gain food and
livelihood security, but their poverty continues as economic
surpluses are realized by patrons. As catches fall, indebted
client fishers illegally fish further out and deeper down, with
dangers to their health and life, sometimes forced into life-
threatening conditions against their will (Glaser et al., 2015, p.
200).

The absence of formal social security and alternative
livelihood options, and a set of underlying perceptions and
social values reinforce client fishers’ dependence on their
patrons (Ferse et al., 2012). Client fishers are thus unable to
obtain better prices for their products. Their major option
for overcoming their poverty is to engage in “more effective
fishing,” in larger areas, and spend more time fishing. Blast and
cyanide methods with associated increasing self-exploitation,
morbidity, and mortality are the result (Glaser et al., 2015;
Miñarro et al., 2016; film Sangkarang: People by the Sea:
Social-Ecological Analysis in an Indonesian Island Archipelago
http://www.leibniz-zmt.de/de/tropenforschung/organisation/
wissenschaftliche-abteilungen-struktur/sozialwissenschaften/ag-
sozial-oekologische-systemanalyse.html). These further degrade
resources and reduce catch per unit effort (CPUE) in this case
example.

Fatalism (i.e., considering the disappearance or degradation
of marine species as either God-given or unimaginable) is driven
by the strong opinion leadership of traditional patrons in the
Spermonde Archipelago. The resilience of such perceptions and
associated behaviors supports fishers’ patterns of destructive reef
use.

There is a high and persistent school drop-out rate among
10–12 year old boys on most Spermonde islands. These
children immediately enter into fishing as helpers. Financial
and knowledge barriers later obstruct their access to alternative
occupations, thus increasing the number of fishers across the
generations.

In Figure 1B, overfishing leads to direct and indirect loss of
larger fishes. Indirect losses occur through destructive fishing that
damages stony corals and thereby the structural complexity of
reef habitat that is needed to maintain fish production. Such reef
destruction also increases rubble, providing suitable substrate
for turf algae to recruit. Other anthropogenic impacts, such as
eutrophication and climate change lead to further indirect loss
of fishes by promoting turf algae growth, Acanthaster outbreaks
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FIGURE 1 | Interlocking social-ecological cycles in reef fisheries in Spermonde Archipelago. (A) Social dynamics with three vicious cycles. (B) Ecological dynamics

with one vicious cycle.

and loss of stony corals. The loss of larger fishes brings a greater
number of territorial damselfishes that cultivate more turf algae
which again results in less hard coral and lower reef relief
complexity. The reduced availability of larger fishes also increases
fishing effort, a crucial social-ecological link (Figure 1A).

Where there are interlinking cycles of chronic, wicked
resilience as here shown for the Spermonde reef fishery, strategic
resilience-breaking interventions are needed. In Spermonde, the
values and perceptions of fishers may be addressed. Ironically,
in view of their overall role, it is the opinion leadership of
patrons that may eventually play a pivotal role in changing

wickedly resilient values and perceptions in Spermonde (Glaser
et al., 2015, pp. 199–200; Miñarro et al., 2016). Real economic
alternatives for client fishers may also undermine wickedly
resilient fishery dynamics: When the Asian financial crisis
in 2008 greatly increased the returns in Indonesian Rupiah
for fish sold abroad, patrons were competitively “buying out”
the loans of the indebted clients of other patrons. At the
same time, the influx of extra money rendered the social
security function of the patrons less important for client
fishers. Under these conditions many client fishers were
able to leave their patrons and enter more advantageous
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arrangements to market their produce. However, in subsequent
years, many former fisher-clients themselves became patrons
for reef fishers, reinforcing the wicked resilience of patron-
client dynamics (Figure 1A). It remains clear though that higher
market prices for fishing products may undermine the wicked
resilience of the vicious social-ecological cycles in patron-client
contexts.

BREAKING WICKED RESILIENCE FOR
SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION

In the Anthropocene, resilience management will increasingly
need to break the wicked resilience of vicious cycles. This
is so far hardly recognized in the international resilience
networks and debates. Questions as to when and where the
deconstruction of wicked resilience may be required, and how
this might be achieved, are rarely addressed. Our example
from Indonesia indicates that a more complete resilience lens
resilience, will more fully support the transformation of human-
nature relations by identifying promising leverage arenas for
breaking wicked resilience. The recent, as yet unimplemented
decision of the Indonesian government to provide health and
life insurance for “small fishermen” will reduce the scarcity
of formal social security which enforces client dependence on
patrons (Figure 1A). Further wickedly resilient elements in our
case example are access to more sustainable fishing technology,
produce markets, and finance. To undermine the vicious cycles
that support undesirably resilient system dynamics, such as
the destructive and dangerous reef fishing in our Spermonde
example, the analysis of chronically resilient system cycles and
their feedbacks will need to assume a more central place in
the resilience debate. A next step would be to develop context-
specific, methodologically sound approaches for assessing and
prioritizing strategic intervention arenas for breaking wicked
resilience in human-nature dynamics. Some such arenas,
known to have been effective during periods (“windows”) of
opportunity are cross-level analysis and collaboration, social
and technical innovation, and the enabling of strategic actors
and agency. The suggested, more explicit focus on wicked
forms of resilience could become an important interface
between the strong but insufficiently connected resilience
and transformation debates. Transformation has become a
central theme in the debate on sustainable human-nature
relations (Westley et al., 2011, 2013; O’Brien and Barnett,
2013; Bousquet et al., 2016). In line with this, Brian Walker,
recently proposed (2014 reported in Bousquet et al., 2016)
that social-ecological feedbacks can lead to undesirable and
strongly resilient features. That breaking such “wicked” forms
of resilience at multiple levels is needed to move toward
global sustainability has been implicit at least since Rockström
et al. (2009) so effectively kindled the debate on planetary
boundaries. Newly emergent, human-generated social-ecological
systems may or may not provide a desirable set of functions
and services. Deciding on such desirability is a complex and

controversial, normative process (Glaser and Glaeser, 2011);
but the eventual pursuit of a collectively envisioned desirable
social-ecological future is likely to require the active disabling
of wicked resilience in an Anthropocene type social-ecological
system.

A strangely “resilient,” narrow interpretation of resilience
and its management continues to dominate the resilience
debate, however. The Resilience Alliance, for instance, remains
dedicated “to the promotion of building resilience and enabling
self-organization along sustainable trajectories” (http://www.
resalliance.org/about accessed in November 2016) without
reference to the other, wicked, side of the resilience coin. We
ask ourselves: In this age of transformational science (O’Brien
and Barnett, 2013; Future Earth, 2014) why is there so little
concern with chronic resilience and its deconstruction? Why are
the transformation and resilience debates developing almost in
isolation?

Brown (2016) argues that while the study of resilience
can enable transformation, main current policy discourses on
resilience are promoting business-as-usual rather than radical
responses to change. With growing human powers to bring about
change in the Anthropocene, research needs to engage more
comprehensively with the question of where and how breaking
the resilience of undesirable social-ecological system elements
and feedbacks is needed to enable a sustainable and desirable
future. Thinking about, and engaging with power, will be a
difficult but inevitable part of this.
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